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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK LETTERLAND: ALPHABET LINES
Blending a structured phonics approach to reading and writing with
whole-language teaching, this series is consistent with the National Curriculum
and the Scottish 5-14 Guidelines. Children learn about the alphabet through
characters such as Annie Apple, Bouncy Ben and Clever Cat. The wide range of
materials includes teacher's guides, flashcards, friezes, posters, songbooks,
cassettes, copymasters, workbooks, storybooks, videos, games and computer
software. The series is divided into "Early Years" materials for three- and
four-year-olds, "Programme 1" for four- and five-year-olds, "Programme 2" for
children aged five years and above, and support materials. Part of "Programme
1", this double-sided strip for display on a wall or table features the pre-cursive
alphabet.
LETTERLAND - TEACHING RESOURCES
Letterland is a child-friendly, multi-sensory system for teaching children to read,
write and spell. The secret of its worldwide success lies in its pictogram characters
and their ability to make learning fun! Letterland was created to teach phonics
using a story-based approach.The story logic engages students leading to long
term retention of concepts. What's more, Letterland is wonderfully multi-sensory.
Letterland Characters. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Letterland
Characters. Some of the worksheets displayed are Pre kindergarten with
letterland presentation handouts, Letterland work, Whos who in letterland,
Letterland blends digraphs songs lyrics, Annie apple eddy elephant, Tracing guide
for alphabet, A to z phonics coloring, Friendly letter paper. I created this alphabet
book to use as I go through the Fast Track with my students. There is a spot to
draw the character, write a word (the first half have dotted lines to trace, the
second half just have a dotted line to write on), write the capital and lowercase
letter, and draw three pictures that start with the letter. Alphabet Book- Learning
the alphabet by creating a book with each letter of the alphabet for preschool age
children. This alphabet book is a great way to introduce the alphabet in a unique
creative way. Lucy Lamp Light Lucy looks like one long line. Go straight from head
to foot and she's ready to shine! Alphabet Writing Sheets On Letterland. Showing
top 8 worksheets in the category - Alphabet Writing Sheets On Letterland. Some
of the worksheets displayed are Alphabet handwriting work letters a, Sample,
Learn to read write, Ing the letter a a, Kindergarten word search work, Annie apple
eddy elephant, Alphabet knowledge assessment, Writing work. An excellent
interactive teaching aid for finger-tracing, letter-spotting and discussion, featuring
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each the 26 Letterland characters. A great first frieze, perfect for pre-schools and
nurseries. Mount in seven strips to form a large poster or in a full a-z line. I
created this alphabet book to use as I go through the Fast Track with my students.
There is a spot to draw the character, write a word (the first half have dotted lines
to trace, the second half just have a dotted line to write on), write the capital and
lowercase letter, and draw three pictures t Alphabet Adventures - R190.00 Spot
Dippy Duck dressed as a dinosaur or Red Robot racing in his rocket ship!
Containing 12 action-packed scenes filled with fascinating detail, Alphabet
Adventures shows all of the Letterland characters as well as other things
beginning with each a-z letter sound. We offer a wide variety of flexible and
comprehensive training options to support successful implementation of
Letterland. We also offer continuing support to ensure every teacher reaches their
potential and achieves the very best results they can in their classroom. Writing
the alphabet- Laminate and use with dry erase marker. Find this Pin and more on
Letterland by marizka filaeli. Beginning of the year help for students who didn't nail
their ABC's in Kinder. R. What is Letterland? Explain Letterland to your children
along the following lines… When most people look inside a book, all they see are
plain, black letters. (PLEASE SUBSCRIBE FOR MORE VIDEOS) HAND
WRITING SONG: ANNIE APPLE LYRICS At the leaf begin. Go round the apple
this way. Then add a line down, so Annie won't roll away.
LETTERLAND | PHONICS, SPELLING & GRAMMAR
Explain Letterland to your children along the following lines… When most people
look inside a book, all they see are plain, black letters. That's because they
haven't been to Letterland and they don't know that every letter is really one of our
Letterland friends. Alphabet Worksheets & Printables. Letter recognition is the first
key to unlocking reading and writing fluency. Help your little one develop the
fundamental skills to read, write, and sequence letters with our wide selection of
printable alphabet worksheets. Blending a structured phonics approach to reading
and writing with whole-language teaching, this series is consistent with the
National Curriculum and the Scottish 5-14 Guidelines. I created this alphabet book
to use as I go through the Fast Track with my students. There is a spot to draw
the character, write a word (the first half have dotted lines to trace, the second half
just have a dotted line to write on), write the capital and lowercase letter, and draw
three pictures that start with the letter. 4736 Best Alphabet Letters Free Vector Art
Downloads from the Vecteezy community. Alphabet Letters Free Vector Art
licensed under creative commons, open source, and more! Alphabet Frieze. Learn
the a-z, alphabetical order, the Aa-Zz pairs and the letter sounds. An excellent
interactive teaching aid for finger-tracing, letter-spotting and discussion, featuring
each of the 26 Letterland characters. Alphabet Letters-Themed Display Lettering
(SB5167) A PDF document with 26 letters of the alphabet (upper and lowercase)
filled with coloured alphabet letters. These are great for printing and cutting out for
use on displays. Add a line down so Annie won't roll away. Capital shape- In
Letterland, the capital A shapes are called Applestands. The apples sit there while
they say Handwriting Practice: 1: My Alphabet Handwriting Book [Lyn Wendon] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This write-in activity book is
for children progressing from tracing the letters to independent writing. Writing the
alphabet- Laminate and use with dry erase marker. Find this Pin and more on
Letterland by marizka filaeli. Beginning of the year help for students who didn't nail
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their ABC's in Kinder. This activity book is the perfect practical companion to the
bestselling Letterland ABC and an ideal introduction to the alphabet. It is packed
full of fun and varied things to do for each letter including spot the... Product
Features... Letterland School Bus has three play modes-Learn the Letters and
Colors. Join lines and break letters Let's look at the Letterland alphabet and how
each letter joins. Trace over the letters and the joins. Some letters do not join on
to other letters in a word.
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